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OM PROGRAMS COtti)UCTED UNUEK 
1LCPLORAT10N ASSIoTAUCi; CONTRACT KL -34 

EGTiii: ..APRIL 2nd. 1973.

Introduction;

The following report describes the programs carried out by 

Canadian Johns-Man vi l le Co. Limited under Exploration Assistance Agree- 

ment Contract KL-J4. These programs include vertical loop electro 

magnetic surveying and diamond drilling on claims in Warden Township; 

establishment of a picket line grid on claims in Munro Township; 

line cutting, chaining, magnetic and electromagnetic surveys followed 

by diamond drilling on a claims block in Harker Township, and estab 

lishment of a picket line grid and electromagnetic surveying on claims 

in Garrison Township.

Note that no work was conducted on Company claims in Me Cool 

Township during tho period of this Agreement.

All work, both field and office, was completed by Company 

personnel based at Matheson, Ontario.

Locations of the various claims groups ara shown on the accom 

panying Property Plan on a scale of one inch equals 4 miles. 

I. Warden. .Township, t 

A. Electromagnetic. Survey :

A vertical loop electromagnetic survey was conducted over part 

of the Potter Group of claims in Warden Township during April of 1973- 

This survey was a continuation of work carried out during 1971 - 72 

under previous /Exploration Assistance Agreements. Parts of claims 

243112 -13-14-15 were covered during the course of this program.

The results of the electromagnetic survey are shown on the 

accompanying Composite Plans of the Potter Group - Sheets W2A and 

W2B, on a scale of one inch equals 50 feet. MG-1000 profiles, 

plotted on a scale of one inch equals 100 , have been outlined in red
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pencil on these plans.

The MS-1000 is a single frequency vertical loop EM system 

designed to get the maximum range possible within the requirements of 

practical weight and portability. The equipment consists of a 

transmitter operating at a frequency of 1,000 cycles and a receiver 

that can be tuned to the transmitted frequency. The receiver is 

employed to measure the dip angle of the resultant field pattern 

generated by the transmitter and any conductor in the vicinity of 

the set-up.

The maximum separation range between transmitter and receiver 

ie of the order of 4,000 feet. The exploration depth ie given as 

roughly half the separation distance. Other effects have to be taken 

into account, however, such as the conductivity of the overburden, 

the size and conductivity of the conductor, etc. 

Principle of the Dip ^n^le Method t

A vertical transmitter coil is energized by an alternating current 
generator which creates an alternating magnetic field. This primary 

field links v/ith the receiver coil which is located at some given 

station. If the plane of the transmitter coil is oriented to be in 
line with the receiver then the field at the receiver station is 

horizontal regardless of difference in altitude between transmitter 
and receiver. The receiver measurement consists of defining the dip 

angle of the field by rotating the receiver coil until a null is heard 

in the earphones. The dip angle is then read from the clinometer face 
of the receiver. In this instance the null or dip angle would be zero 

degrees if no conductor were present.

The primary field from the transmitter also links with any conduct 
or in its vicinity and this gives rise to a secondary field. At the
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^receiving station the direction and magnitude of the primary field 

is altered by the presence of the secondary field. The null position 

will be also altered and the angle of null is indicated on the receiver 

clinometer*

The method of survey is the same as for any vertical loop set-up 

method. The transmitter is normally set up on a base line and receiver- 

stations are taken along traverse lines perpendicular to the base line. 

Because of the high receiver sensitivity and transmitter field, the 

nearest useful traverse line is determined by the extreme sharpness 

of the null and may be of the order of five hundred feet* 

Fi old Hecordin;

Practical experience has shown that angles are beat recorded ae 

the operator receives there. For example 1) his location on the grid 

line is recorded, 2) whether the angle is left or right, meaning the 

direction the top of the receiver unit is tilted in order to obtain 

a null. This is later interpolated as being a north or south angle* 

3) the value in degrees, 4) whether the null is hard to obtain and 

its width, and 5) salient topographic features* 

Interpretation of Results i

Dip angles are converted into north and south angles for plotting 

purposes and each is also plotted on the same side of the line for 

profiling - north on the west, south on the east. The McHiar system 

for plotting is used and north angles are assumed positive, south 

assumed negative. Using this procedure, a conductor is identified 

as being at a point where negative angles change to positive whilst 

traversing a line from south to north.

If the reverse occurs - i.e. a positive to negative change - 

this is termed a "reverse crossover" and this happens at a point



usually between two conductors.

Depth of penetration has been assumed as one half of the separation 

between transmitter and receiver. The conductor lies between this 

depth and surface.

Response with different depths of penetration varies considerably 

and the values of dip angles are at maximums when the transmitter is 

set up on the conductor. Hence tho need for detailing each conductor.

Note that transmitter sites were cleared by D. Desjardins and 

H* brown who also assisted with the actual survey. Walki-talki units 

were used for coianunicating field data.

During the course of the work, 1.0 miles of line were surveyed and 

21? readings were recorded. Stations were spaced at 25 foot intervals 

along the offset lines. Transmitter set-up No. 1 - TX-1 - was located 

on line 2+00 liast at 100 feet north of the northwesterly trending 

detail base line.

Transmitter set-up No. 2 - TX-2 - was located on 6+00 East at 300 

feet north of the detail base line.

Penetration depths vary from slightly over 100 feet (close to 

transmitter sites) to approximately 300 feet (in the extreme southeast 

part of the block).

No conductors were delineated by the detailed vertical loop 

(US-1000) electromagnetic survey.

Field work was carried out by P. Brown, geologist with Canadian 

Johns-Hanville Co. Limited, assisted by D. Desjardins, H. Brown and 

M. Bruce. Office v/ork was completed by M. Bruce, M. E. livelegh and 

F, J. iivelegh.

Details re man days worked, wages paid and other costs are attache,; 

with Cost Statement Data.
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B. Diamond

One hole was drilled on the Potter Group of claims to test t* 

geochemical anomaly. Hock analysis showed weakly anomalous values 

for Cu - Pt - Pd in gabbro.

Hole P-73-2 was drilled to a depth of 122 feet at a dip of 

-450 , bearing - oouth and was located at 9*00 feet east and 1+40 feet 

north of the northwesterly trending detail base line.

Copies of the log and section accompany this report. The 

projection of this drill hole is shown on the Composite Plan of the 

Potter Group - oheet W2A on ft scale of one inch equals 50 feet.

Drill core was logged and sampled by A. Brooks, geologist with 

Canadian Johns-iianville Go. Limited. Analysis for Cut fti, Pt and I'd. 

was carried out by Bondar-Clegg k Company Limited of Ottawa and the 

results are shown on the accompanying Geochemical Lab. Report No. 5-4 

dated January 7 1 1974. These results are not anomalous.

Drilling was carried out by Canadian Johns-Manville personnel 

using Company equipment, WLae of core is AXT and same is stored in 

Matheson.

Details re man days worked, for both field and office, as well 

as other costs are shown with the attached Cost Statement Data.

II. Munro Township i 

A. Grid:

This program consisted of recutting and rechaining old picket 

and base lines over the Munro ultrabasic sill on the west side of the 

former Munro "A" asbestos orebody. The No. 2 Base Line Offset, 

striking W550W, was re-established over a length of 2,600 feet (from 

line 16+00 West to line 42+00 West). Right-angled offset lines, 

spaced at 100 foot intervals, were cut and chained for lengths of
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"1,000 feet to both the north and south of the base line offset. 

Pickets were fixed at 50 foot intervals along the offset lines by 

chainage.

During the course of this program 0.3 miles of base and 10.2 mile 

of picket lines were cut and chained.

As shown on the accompanying Munro Grid Plan on a scale of one 

inch equals 100 feet, parts of patented claims 4158, 98^4, 16365, 

164-01, 50150, 52509 and 52510 were covered.

Detailed geophysical surveys planned for the Munro grid were not 

conducted due to the requirements of higher priority projects.

Line cutting and chaining were carried out by Company personnel 

baaed at Matheson, Ontario. Draughting of the plan was completed by 

M. Bruce on February 11, 1974.

The location of the claims is shown on the accompanying Property 

Plan on a scale of one inch equals 4 miles.

Details re man days worked, wages paid and other costs are att act 

ed with Cost Statement Data.

III. Harker Townohi;

Line cutting and chaining were carried out on the Deadhorse Greek 

Group of claims in Harker Township by Company personnel under the 

supervision of P. Brown, geologist, These claims, which are situated 

in the northwest corner of the Township, are numbered 381 524 to 

381334 inclusive and 374726 to 374728 inclusive. 'Hie group is shown 

on the accompanying --'roper ty Plan on a scale of one inch equals 4 mil e L;

The boundary between Harker and Lamplugh Townships was used for 

a base line with the zero point being located at the Garrison-Uand 

Townships Junction. This boundary was cut and chained to the east
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for a length of 9,000 feet.

rtight-angled offset lines, spaced at JOO foot intervale, were 

cut and chained slightly beyond the southern limit of the claims. . 

southern boundary has been partially obliterated by timbering operat; 

and consequently same was re-established.

Picket lines were tied in by chainage along this line to increru 

the accuracy of the grid.

During the course of this program 1.7 miles of base and 19*94 

miles of picket lines were cut and chained* Note that pickets were 

fixed at 100 foot intervals along all lines by chainage.

The picket line grid is shown on all Geophysical Plans.

Details re aan days worked, wages paid and other costs are at t ac:, 

ed with Cost Statement Data. 

B. Magnet Qjne t o r ̂  Jurvey;

A magnetometer survey was completed on the grid of the Deadhorce 

Creek Group of claims by J. Goodger assisted,when available, by 

P. Brown. Both men are geologists with Canadian Johns-Manville Co. 

Limited.

Headings were recorded using a Scintrex Model MF-1 Fluxgate 

Magnetometer - Serial No. 607220. This instrument has a maximum 

sensitivity of 20 gammas per scale division and a maximum range up to 

100,000 gammas.

As standard procedure this instrument was checked on Munro Mine 

Base Station No. 2 (Munro-Beatty Sill) prior to the survey and an 

adjustment made so that a gamma value on the HP-1 of 1220 correspond! 

to an absolute value of 57,599 - 15 gammas. This had been previous!., 

established at the Government Magnetic Base Station at Matheson*

One base control station was used for the survey and is located
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on the north side of Highway #101 along the boundary line between 

Harker and Garrison Townships. This station, designated on the plan 

as BS "G" has a fixed value of 1060 gammas. Headings were recorded 

at approximately four hour intervals on this control point as a 

check on the working condition of the instrument and to record the 

daily diurnal variation. Note that a skidoo was used for travel to 

and from the base control site.

Stations were spaced at 50 foot intervals along the offset line, 

and a total of 1,734- recorded on the grid. Miles traversed ~ 16.4.

The results of the survey are shown on the accompanying Geo- 

Magnetic Contour Plan on a scale of one inch equals 400 feet. Magneti. 

values have been contoured at 100 gamma intervale from 600 to 1000; 

at 500 gamma intervals from 1000 to 5000 with a 6000 and an 8000 

contour being added where required.

Harker Township was mapped by J. Satterly and assistants and the 

results published in the Sixtieth Annual Report of the Ontario Dept. 

of Mines being Vol. LX, Part VII, 1951 - "Geology of Harker Township". 

Map Mo. 1951-4 on a scale of one inch equals 1000 feet accompanies 

this Report.

Unfortunately the area covered by the Deadhorse Creek claims 

contains no bedrock exposures and consequently little direct geologic, 

information is available. However, the group is located to the north 

of the Destor-Porcupine fault zone and lies in between the Garrison 

and Ghost Mountain basic - ultrabasic complexes. Underlying formation. 

are therefore assumed to be acidic to intermediate volcanics and 

interbanded sediments intruded by lenses of gabbroic and ultrabasic 

rocks.
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Exploration work carried out by Hunch Mines in the late 

1960'e on this same block of ground included diamond drilling of one 

hole //6 on a magnetic anomaly in the west part of the block. The 

projection of this hole ia shown on the accompanying plan and the log 

has been used to aid in the interpretation.

Both ground topographic data - north to northwesterly river an, 

creek systems - and aerial photographs have been utilized to delineate 

structure! features on the claims. Based on drilling by Hunch Mines 

and Canadian Johns-Manville (197^) depth of overburden has been 

assumed to range from 70 to 100 feet over most of the group.

Magnetic readings over the interbanded volcanic and sediments 1., 

rocks, which are assumed to underlie a large part of the claims, range 

in value from 500 to 2500 eamzaas. A majority vary from 700 to 1200 

gammas. These formations strike in a general east-west direction and 

dip at moderate angleB to the north.

Narrow lenses of ultrabasic rocks have been clearly delineated 

by the magnetic survey. These hnve been coloured orange on the accom 

panying plan. In the went part of the group two narrow(maximum width 

400 feet) bands have been outlined with magnetic readings ranging in 

value from 2000 to slightly over 0000 gammas* In the east part of tb* 

claims the westerly extensions of the Ghost Mountain ultrabasic have 

been outlined. These formations strike slightly north of west anddip 

at 400 to 60" to the north.

Note that Hole Ho. 6 drilled by Hunch Mines intersected serpen- 

tinized peridotite.

Although not shown on the accompanying plan, narrow bands of 

gabbroic rocks may occur along the north contacts of the serpentinized 

peridotite in both the west and east parts of the group.
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The formations have been offset by a series of northwesterly 

and northerly trending fault aones which, in a majority of cases, 

have been indicated by both magnetic and topographic data.

On line 81+00 Bast the weak magnetic high - up to 1535 gammas - 

occurs along an i;. M. conductor on the north side of 'a fault zone. 

This anomaly may be due to pyrrhotite mineralization.

Details re men days worked, wages paid and other coste are shcnvr 

on the attached Cost tVtateraent Data. 

C. 3fl.ectroiaaf;netio Purvey 1:

Electromagnetic surveying was carried out on the grid of the 

Harker Township claims by P. Brown, A. Brooks and H. Haley. The firn 

two mentioned are geologists with this Company. H. Haley is a geo 

physical operator.

A HcPhar Reconnaissance I^lectroiiiagnetic (H.E.K.) Vertical Loop 

unit wao used for the work. The "In-Line" method was used exclusively 

during this survey. Distance between transmitter and receiver was 

maintained at 200 feet with the transmitter always on the north side 

of the receiver. Valki-talki unite were used for communicating field 

data. Stations were spaced at 100 foot intervals along the offset 

lines.

During the course of the R.H.H. survey a total of 919 reading- 

was recorded and 16.8 miles traversed. The results of the survey art 

shown on the accompanying R.E.M. Profile Plan on a scale of one inch 

equals 400 feet. Profiles have been plotted on a scale of one inch 

equals 200 . Conductors have been marked on this plan with dashed 

purple lines.

Two extremely weak conductors have been indicated by the R.L.i.. 

"in-line" survey. On line 4-8+00 Kaet at the bend in the Ghost Hiver
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a crossover having dip angles of 2 C K; 1 0V,' hoe been recorded. The 

second conductor occurs on line 75+00 East at 2,000 feet south of 

base line where dip nngleo of 2 0 K; 1 0W were recorded. No crossovers 

were picked up on picket lines on either side of these conductors.

Due to the depth of overburden ~ in the order of 100 feot - 

neither conductor was considered of importance. However, both were 

checked with the MS-1OOO unit and the crossover at the river was ex 

tended to the west. The crossover on line 75+00 ?Jast may be due to 

a conductive loyor in the overburden.

Details re man dayo worked, wages paid and other costs are show;, 

on the attached Cont statement Data.

L*. El^ec^trojia^rititic, survey 2 I L

A McPhar HJ-1000 vortical loop deep penetration electromagnetic 

unit was uaed to check kty sections of the Deadhorse Creek Group of 

claims for conducting aones. Primarily the additional survey was 

planned to teat the H.^.K. conductors, however, due to the depth of 

overburden surveying was extended to other parts of the claims. 

Details re thia unit, etc. are shown under the heading "Warden Town si, i 

- electromagnetic Survey".

The results of the electromagnetic survey are shown on the 

accompanying K3-1QOO Profile Plans on a scale of one inch equals 400 

feet with profiles plotted at one inch equals 200 . Three plans are 

included - Ko. 1 shows survey results for the initial surveys in the- 

northeast and central parts of the Group, Wo. 2 shows the detail 

surveying carried out over Conductor 3-1, and No. 3 shows the detail 

surveying completed over Conductor B-2 and B-4. Axes of these conduc 

ors are shown on the plans in dashed red lines.
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During the course of the K;;-1000 surveys 10 transmitter set-up*, 

wera used, 988 readings recorded and 8.9 miles of offset lines traverses. 

P. Brown, geologist, supervised the field work and was assisted by 

geologists and geophysical operators of the Matheson crew.

The following table gives transmitter locations, area covered 

together with conductor locution and penetration of equipment at that 

point.

Transmitter Loc- Lines 
ation fe Station Read

Txl 
Line 51E; 258

TX 2 
Line 48E; 258

TX 3 
Line 42E; 28S

TX 4
Line 24^ j

TX 5 
Line JOE;

Pootageg Conductors
Penetration o; 

Crossovers

57E
481:

1

20 to 308 w tt
H tt

20 to 308
20 to 358
20 to 258 
20 to 358

218
26*50S 
288

26*508 
28*508 
23*508

300 fee* 150 " 
300 "

260 feet230 " 
150 n

48E 28 to 368 
453 29 to 35S 
36E 17*508 to 33*508 

18 to 29S

JOE

42E 

36E

6 to 24iJ •i it

6 to 20K 
6 to 17S 

0 to 20*506

26S
24S

16J

173
16*50S 
16*008

300 feet 
500 "

500 feet

670 feet 540 " 
390 (1

TX 6
Line -; 228 *joor receiving conditions caused rcults to be of no u.

TX 7 
Line 81E j 58

TX 8 
Line 75*- i 5^

TX 9 
Line 81 S; 158

TX 10 
Lin* 90E; 15*508 *96E

84E

* Northwest trending surveyed claim line - not grid line.

8?l

81 E

903 
87E

96E
84E

0 to 128
M II

0 to 14L. 
3N to 148

10 to 23+508 
11 to 2J8

*14 to 188 
11 to 18*508

48
38

98

15*508 
15*008

16*508 
148

450 feet 
300 "

510 feet

470 feet 
260 "

2JO feet 
340 "



Transmitter Loc- 
ation S. Station

TX 11 
Line 87E; 15+OOS

TX 12 
Line 84Ej 148

Lines 
Head

932

90E 
78L

- 13 -

Footage s

13 to 208 
10 to 188

8 to 20+508 
10 to 198

Conductors

16+508 
148

15+508 
13+508

Penetration

360 feet 
270 "

340 feet 
300 "

TX 13 
Line 81Ej 148

TX 14 
Line 84L} 98

TX 15 
Line S7&; 9+508

TX 16
Line 81^; 6+003

TX 17 
Line 78E; 5+50S

 TX 18 
Line 42E| 17+008

753

?^ 

902

81 Ji 
933

87E 

723
84*;

48K
5113

9+50 to 18+508 14+708 
10 to 188

O to 8+OOS 1+508
O to 11+508 5+508

3+00 to 16+OOG 10+508

3+50 to 12+008 6+508
8+00 to 18+008 12+758

O to 7+OOG 2+008
5+00 to 11+508 9+008

1+50S to 1+50N
6+00 to 11+008 8+008

12+00 to 21+508 14+508
11+00 to 20+008 15+508
10+00 to 23+008 20+008
10+50 to 21+508 20+508

270 feet

600 feet 
350 M
325 "

300 feet
400 "

400 feet
300 "

325 feet

425
300
325
425

Conduc t O r B~ 1;

Detailing of Conductor B-1 has been carried out to trace it from 

13+508 on line 78E through 15+503 on line 90S and onto Canadian Johna- 

Manville leased claim ^'70961. The crossover point of the D. M. profi'i 

is approximately 1*5*0 feet south on the claim line from the No. 4 poet,. 

This given a traced length from line to line of 17+50 feet and 

probable length of at least 2,000 feet.

Dip angles arc high and the crossover points relatively sharp 

from 811- to 93E, On the lines either side a broader profile is present. 

The nature of the profiles indicates a wide highly conductive sub 

structure. .Results plotted are for a penetration of 300 feet requiring



four transmitter set-ups*

Diamond drill hole H-?4-1 has been spotted at 12+^Oij on line 

81-ii to be drilled 600 ^ for an intersection at JOO feet with the conduct 

or axis. Planned depth of this drill hole is 500 feet*

Xhe conductive zone appears to have a north dip on lines ?d^ and 

81 .c. Then on lines 84^ and 87^ it seems to be vertical and to the 

east on lines 90^, 92-^ and 96^ the dip appears south*

Width of null is generally large on the down dip side of the 

conductor* Nulls of up to 20c were noted with some readings, although 

the horizontal null was good, demonstrating correct orientation* 

Conductor aB-2:

A second strong conductor, roughly parallel to iJ-1, is also 

present approximately 500 feet to the north. 2IX 14 at 9+OOS on line 

84- is the first set-up on this conductor. Q&e response on line 90iJ 

was an angular change of -1?c to +6.5* 0 with the conductor being at

The profile was continued south to cover Conductor .8*1 and the 

response was a sharp dip* lossibly a reading between the two lowest 

would have crossed the lino but it is interesting to note the strong 

positive trend of the profile.

Conductor B-2 hao been delineated over a strike length of 2,200 

feet and is open at both ends. A weak magnetic anomaly on lino 8+OQ.o 

may indicate the preatmce of pyrrhotite mineralization along this 

conductor* Diamond drilling appears warranted* 

Conductor B~5:

Weak crossovers have beon recorded on lines 87^ and 90^ in the 

extreme northeast section of the claims group. On the basis of 

geologic and magnetic data this conductor appears to be associated wit):



ultrabasic formations of the Ghost Mountain complex. Detailed sur 

veying of this conductor and any extensions eastward onto the Canadian 

Johns-Manville Ghost Mountain Group will be carried out as the crews 

are available. 

Conductor B-4;

Weak to moderate crossovers have been recorded by detailed sur 

veying in the central part of the claims. Conductor B-4 has been 

delineated over a strike length of 2,000 feet open to the west of line 

332 and to the east of line 51E. Similarly to the other zones this 

conductor strikes slightly north of west and has been assumed to have 

a north dip.

Sampling of the basal till for geochemical tests will be carried 

out using power equipment prior to reaching a decision on diamond 

drilling.

Details re man days worked, wages paid, and other costs are shown 

on the attached Cost Statement Data*

E. Di amond Pri l ling:

One hole was drilled on the Deadhorae Creek Group of claims to 

test a strong crossover on Conductor B-1.

Hole H-74-1 was drilled to a depth of 423 feet at a dip of -60*, 

bearing - Bouth and was located at 12+50 feet south of the base line 

on picket line 81+00 Kast.

Copies of the logs, (overburden and rock), and section accompany 

this report. The projection of this drill hole is shown on MS-1000 

Profile Plan (detail of Conductor B-1) on a scale of one inch equals 

400 feet.

Overburden and drill core were logged and sampled by P. Brown,
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J. uoodger, A. Brooks and the writer, all geologists with Canadian 

Johns-Manville Go. Limited. Note that overburden samples were 

analyzed geochexaioally by Bondar-Clegg ^ Co. and the two immediately 

above bedrock were assayed at Swastika Laboratories. Interesting 

Cu - Zn geochemical values were noted for two of the samples.

Copies of Bondar-Clegg Se Company Limited Geochem. Lab. Report 

Ho. 99-4- dated February 15, 1974 and Swastika Laboratories Limited 

Certificate of Analysis No. 44151 dated February 12, 1974- accompany 

this report.

Conductor B-1 was caused by a graphitic tuff mineralized with 

minor pyrite and pyrrhotite.

Drilling was carried out by Canadian Johns-Manville personnel 

using Company equipment* .'iize of core is AXT and same is stored at 

Matheson.

Details re man days worked, wages paid, and other costs are 

shown on the attached Cost Statement Data*
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I/, GarrIB on Town ship 

A. Grid;

The boundary between Indian Keserve JNo. 70 and Garrison 

Townehip was brushed out And rechained due west from the Rand Township 

line for a length of 4,800 feet. Picket lines from a grid established 

in 1960 were recut and chained to the south to cover patented claims 

L-64089 and L-64090. The location of these two claims is shown on 

the accompanying Property Plan on a scale of one inch equals 4 miles.

It should be noted that these lines were originally started froc 

the main Garrison base line, located approximately one-half mile to tht 

south and cut north to ^nti tied in along the Indian Reserve boundary. 

The offset line*; are spaced at approximately 200 foot intervals and 

are numbered f row 42+001. to 76+OOi:; inclusive.

During the course of this work 0.9 miles of base and 4.0 miles 

of picket lines wert cut and chained. Hote that pickets were fixed 

at 100 foot intervals along all lines by chainage.

Details re man days worked, wages paid, and other costs are 

shown on the attached Cost Statement Data. 

B. Electromagnetic Survey;

A vertical loop electromagnetic survey was conducted over part 

of the McVeigh Group of claims in Garrison Township during January, 

1974-* The field program was under the direct supervision of P. Brown, 

geologist with this Company. This work was a continuation of programs 

carried out in this area during the late 1950*8.

Geological mapping, sampling and assaying of mineralized 

specimens from pits and trenches was followed by magnetic and electro 

magnetic (Konka horizontal loop unit) surveys. One hole, numbered 

HV-1, was drilled to test a moderate conducting zone on line 58-1-00 East



Although Diodero.te amountu of pyrite and pyrrhotite were intersected 
in the core, only minor chalcopyrite was noted.

As assays up to 2.0# Cu had been obtained from pits immediately 
to the south of the Indian Heserve boundary, it was decided to 
recheck this conductor using the MG-1000 unit and, if warranted, to 
c firry out a limited diamond drilling program.

Tile results of the electromagnetic survey are shown on the 
accompanying Composite l^lan on a scale of one inch equals 200 feet. 
Outcrops on this plan have been enlarged from Map No. 1949-1 which 
accompanies a Geological .Report on Garrison Township prepared by 
J. "atterly for the Ontario Dept. of Mines. MS-1000 profiles have 
been plotted on e scale of one inch equals 200 on the plan.

During the course of the survey 2.0 miles of lines were traversed 
and 253 readingn recorded. Two transmitter set-ups were used with 
TX-1 being located on line 54+00 Sast at 5+00 feet south of the base 
line and TX-2 on line 53+00 Zaet at 5+00 feet south. Penetration 
depths froia both TX-1 and TX-2 range from 200 to 500 feet. Note that 
lines read from each site are marked on the plan. Stations were 
recorded at 50 foot intervals along the offset lines*

A strong northwesterly trending conducting aone has been delineat 
ed by the MS-1000 survey and has been traced over a length of 1,500 
feet on the McVeigh claims. Maximum dip angles obtained were on line 
54+00 Jinst where the crossover ranged from 150 li: to 15 0W. This is 
the zone previously outlined by the itonjca horizontal loop survey and 
further tested by diamond drill hole MV-1. Note that a short drill 
hole is tentatively plannod to test this conductor on line 54+00 
J-Jeet.

A reverse crossover occurs on lines 64+00 iiast and 66+00 Last



- 19 .

immediately to the south of the base line. 2hio zone was also 

outlined by the original ;tonka survey and consequently further check 

surveying may be warranted for this area.

These conductors have been marked on the accompanying -^lan vu 

dashed purple linee.

Details re man days worked, wages paid and other coste are 

shown on the attached Cost Statement Data.

Submitted: February 2i?a,
^ i \

by: J? . J. l-ve l e gh
Regional Geologiot,



DIAMOND DRILL HOLE P-73-2
POTTER GROUP 

___WARDJdtt TOWNSHIP,    

Location: Line 9+OOE; 1+40 feet north of
NW detail base line; claim 24J112 

Date Started: December 11, 1973 
Date Compl'd: December 14, 1973 
Total Depth: 122'

Dip: -45 0 

Bearing: South

Pootage 
O - 8 1 

8 1 -122'

Description

Overburden

Gabbro; porphyritic texture; phenocrysts (up to 1/2" long)
of plagioclase in a matrix of pyroxene and amphibole; averageplagioclase content approximately 40 - 4596; mafic mineralscomprise remainder of rock; minor pyrrhotite (trace to '\ c?v')
found as disseminated grains in rock matrix; two dominant jointor shear patterns - one at a low angle to the core axis (100 )with chlorite and platy pyrrhotite on shear planes, the otherat a high angle (60 0 ) also with chlorite but predominantly
calcite; rock is a dark green, white spotted when wet.
8.0' - 9.0' broken core; also 10.4' - 11.5'.
12.8' - 22.4' sulphide zone - 1;i pyrrhotite found disseminatedand. in blebs. .
15-0' - 15.9' broken core (chlorite ? rich)
19.y calcite vein 11/2"; at 80 0 with layered chlorite and
minor quartz.
26.0' shear at 100 ; associated chlorite and pyrrhotite.
26.2' - 27.3' broken core.
32.6 1 calcite vein (1/8") at 600 .
35-9' some veining as above (1/V; at 45".
36.6' - 36.8', 41.0' -42.4', 52.8' ~ 53.9', 64.4' - 65.8' -
broken core.
38.6' fracture at 30 C with platy pyrrhotite.
42.S' - 43.2' zone of calcite veinlets at 400 ; rock is finergrained here and no sulphides are present.
51.5 1 - 56.5' sulphide zone - up to 1^ disseminated pyrrhotite.59*5 1 - 61.0* sulphide zone ~ same as above.
65.0' - 70.0' plagioclase-deficient section; dark green colour;relatively fine grained; trace of pyrrhotite.
66.8' - 68.6' shear roughly parallel to core axis filled withaphanitic calcite.
67.0' -70.2' broken core.
70.0' - 76.0* sulphide zone; section contains roughly 196pyrrhotite with a trace of chalcopyrite.
77.5 1 calcite vein (1/4") at 45C .
78.O 1 - 80.0' intermittent sulphide mineralization - zones of
up tp 1 - 296 pyrrhotite.
78.6 f calcite vein (1/2") at 65 0 .
80.7' - 81.4' broken core.
81.8' ~ 83.1' minor zone of pyrrhotite (up to 190; spotty
mineralization.
85.0' calcite vein (less than 1/4") at 500 .
95.0' - 97.5' trace pyrrhotite with occasional spot of
chalcopyrite.



jgtomond Drill Hole P-73-2 

Footage
8' - 122' 

(cont'd)

122

- Page 2.

Description

102.8' calcite vein (less than 1/4") at JO0 .
105.7' - 105.9', 110.4' - 110.7't 11^.3' - 115.0' and
120.8' - 121.7' broken core.
110.7' - 112.1' missing core.
118.8' - 120.0' shear parallel to core axis.

END OP HOLE.

Logged by: A. Brooke 
Geologist

Drilled by: D. Desjardins

December 15, 1973.

F

Sample No.

P-73-2-1
-2
-3

Footage

12.8' - 22.4'
51.5' - 57.0'
70.0' - 76.0'

Weight (pounds)

8.0 
4.0 
5.0
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BONDAR-CLEGG S. COMPANY LTD.
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Geochemical Lab Report
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DIAMOND DRILL HOLE H-74-1 
DEADHOR8E CREEK GROUP OP CLAIMS 

HARKER TOWNSHIP

Location: Line 81+OOE at
12+50S

Date Started: January 29, 1974 
Date Compl'd: February 20, 
Total Depth: 423'

Bearing! South 

Dip: -600S

Footage

O 
109'

109 f 

162'

162' - 167'

Description

Overburden

Light greyish-green intermediate volcanics, fine grained 
and moderately fractured. Tuff.
109' - 111' few specks of chalcopyrite and pyrite through 
out core.
115' - 1/52" carbonate vein at 250 to core axis with a 
few specks of chalcopyrite. Hair vein of quartz parallel 
to core with specks of chalcopyrite along vein. 
115' - 120 f increase in chlorite content with chalco 
pyrite specks along chlorite slips.
11^' - 11.6' - 1/32" quartz vein parallel ;to core with a 
few specks of chalcopyrite.
117' chlorite-rich vein at 450 to core axis with some 
specks of chalcopyrite.
120' - 124* broken core with a few oxidized slips at a 
flat angle to the core axis. 
125' few specks of pyrite in the broken core. 
124-' -1" quartz-carbonate vein at 60P to core axis with a 
few specks of pyrite in carbonate, 
126' hematitic stain slip at 500 to core axis. 
130' - 154' - 3/8" carbonate vein parallel to core axis 
with some hematitic staining on edges of vein. 
134 - 162' medium green to grey intermediate tuff. 
Slip faces graphitic with occasional sulphides. 
-141' - 14-2* - 1/8" quartz vein 15 0 to core axis. 
146' - 148* several hair quartz veins with the odd chalco 
pyrite speck and sphalerite speck.
159' - 1/8" quartz vein 400 to core axis with 1/8" speck 
of galena. .

Grey rhyolite?core broken at contact.
165' - 1A" graphitic ? vein 400 to core axis. Black
amorphous appearance - very poor conductivity. Slips
and fractures coated with secondary quartz with pyrite,
pyrrhotite.
166' dark 1/2" band JO0 to core axis due to increase in
pyrrhotite.
166.9' small cubic pyrite on quartz-filled fracture
parallel to core axis.
165' quartz filled slip 400 to core axis with som*
sphalerite, chalcopyrite and pyrite.



oroDIAMOTO DRILL HOLE H- 7-4-1 (cent M) Page 2.

Description

16?' - 260' Graphitic tuff with "banded cherty material.
167' - 171' fractured (brecciated) cherty rhyolite with
graphite in fillings. Mainly pyrite but some sphalerite
171' - 172.8' lost core. present.
At 1 67' - '171* vuggy sections have green coating.
173' - 173.6' lost core.
175-6' - 174.2 1 graphite ;badly broken core, some slip faces
almost parallel to core. Pyrite associated with graphite
fracture fillings.
174.?' - 175-3' lost core.
175-3' - 175.8' badly broken - fractured banded chert -
bands 4-5 0 to core axis with graphite and pyrite filling the
fractures.
175-8' - 177' lost core.
177' - 177-5' broken graphitic pieces with pyrite.
177.5' - W-6* lost core.
178.6' - 179-2' banded cherty material with sedimentary
pyrite b^ndii:^ and graphite banding 450 to core axis.
179.2' - 17?. 9' lost core.
179.9' - 'WV'i-* b&dly broken cherty/graphitio rock with some
borron vugry quartz vein material.
1 U'O.V - 181' lor.t core.
181' - 18^' h?H,iy broken chert/graphite. J-robably a fractured
cherry rhyolite with graphite fillings plus some pyrite.
"8'*-' - 185' lost core'.
18^' OD incr^^.'C in sulphides (pyrite) especially from
185.5' - 1SG 1 but -e.orfi badly broken. After 136' highly
graphitic black rock v/ith fine quartz veining that has
associated pyrite and possibly sphalerite.
Good schistosity or bedding 30 to 45 0 to core axis; vuggy
core with minute quartz' crystals and green encrustation.
Abundant white pyrite with some chalcopyrite specks at 19?'-
Vuggy section.** rusty oxidized. Graphite fragments at 199'
- t 45 0 to core axis.
At 201' bedding 40 0 to core axis shown by bedded quartz grit ?
- probably fine grained rhyolite agglomerate.
207' - 207.7' lost core.
207.7* - 208. 7 ' graphitic tuff with minor pyrite plus rusty
oxidized sections.
208.7' - 209.2' 'loot core.
209.2' - 212' recemented breccia with graphitic infillings.
Pyrite content up to 2?6,
212' - 260' graphitic tuff. Bedding 50 to 550 to core axis.
Many vuggy flections and many quartz veinlets. Sulphides
mainly pyrite but some pyrrhotite and a little chalcopyrite
present. Also at 218.7' - 218.9* about 5# sphalerite
present and possibly two cubes of galena.
Gore missing from 214.4' - 215'; 215-8* - 216.4', 223' -
224' and 224.8' - 225-3'.
220' - 222' very graphitic.
240' - 241* - 2056 sulphide bend 500 to core axis -pyrite.
254' - 255' graphite banding plus pyrrhotite and some
chalcopyrite 400 to core axis.



K) DRILL HOLE H-74-1 (cont'd) , Page 3 . 

Footage Description 

260' - 275' Agglomerate increases in fragment size to 2?5'. (Rhyolite)

275' - P79 1 Light grey and dark grey banded chert 50 to SO0 to core
axis.
At 275' - 1/2" graphite. Sulphides present (pyrrhotite) 
less than 196; some pyrite and a little chalcopyrite 
at 277' - 278'.

279* - 284' 5056 quartz vein material plus minor pyrrhotite, also
gradation into andesite.

284' - 423' Medium to fine grained carbonated greyish-green volcanics.
Pyrrhotite increases with depth up to 2 or 3^. Seams of 
sulphide also are present with calcite^ brassy pyrite 
is main sulphide with pyrrhotite and a little chalcopyrite. 
306' - 306.5' pinkich quartz vein 500 to core axis. 
31R' - 318.y white quartz vein 700 to core axis. 
328. V - 330' pink quartz vein.
Core h'f H ir^ny patches of chlorite 600 to core axis. 
/t 346* small pyrite/pyrrhotite seam plus chalcopyrite. 
Uniform grained carbonated volcanic with occasional 
quartz veins and '\ (/^ disseminated sulphides. Pyrite, 
pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite in rapidly decreasing proportion. 
v;j' - ^54' four'araa]! quartz veins 600 to core axis. 
^61' - y-6J5 ' - 1/4" quartz vein 300 to core axis. 
309' ~ 7i70' - ? n quart/ vein with graphitic fragments. 
37^; ' little quartz veining. Very little fracturing.

^23' }vID C^F HOLE.

Logged by: P. -i. R. J-irown 
Geologist

and: F. J , Evelegh

February 21, 1974.
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grey sand, 2596 brown sand, 3096 grey clay. 
Same as above footage. Quartz grains uniform in 
size.

4096 grey sand, 6096 grey clay.
Very fine grained white quartz and carbonate veins 
with some brown quartz and minor magnetite. 
Light grey,

OVERBURDEN SAMPLES - HOLE H-74-1 
DEADHORSE CREEK GROUP OP CLAIMS 
_____HARKER TOWNSHIP...-  -  

Sample ft Footage Description

H-74-1-1 40-50 8596 grey sand with 1596 grey clay.
Very fine grained white quartz combined with minor 
amounts of magnetite. Quartz grains of uniform 
size. Light grey in colour

H-74-1-2 50 - 55 5096 grey sand, 2596 brown sand, 2596 grey clay.
Very fine grained brown quartz with carbonate and 
minor amounts of magnetite. Light brownish grey.

H-74-1-3 55-60

H-74-1-4 60-65

H-74-1-5 65-70

H-74-1-6 70 - 75

H-74-1-7 75 - 80

H-74-1-8 80 - 85

H-74-1-9 85 - 90

H-74-1-10 90 -95

grey sand, 1596 brown sand, 3596 grey clay. 
Similar to footage from 60 - 65'. Light grey with 
slight brownish tinge.

3596 brown sand, 1096 grey sand, 5596 grey clay. 
Very fine grained white and brown quartz veins and 
carbonate with minor amounts of magnetite and 
feldspar. Light brown with part of same light grey,

brown sand, 10& er*y sand, 8096 grey and brown 
clay. Very fine grained brown quartz with minor 
amount of magnetite and feldspar. Light brown.

1096 brown sand, 2096 grey sand, 7096 grey clay. 
Very fine grained white quartz and carbonate with 
minor amounts of magnetite and reddish feldspar. 
Greenish-grey.

596 grey clay, 9526 brownish-grey (blow) sand. 
Slightly coarser grained white quartz and carbonate 
with minor magnetite, feldspar, hornblende. 
Greenish-grey.

Same as above with approximately 396 clay. 
Pine grained white quartz and carbonate with minor 
amounts of magnetite, f ledspar and green chlorite, 
hornblende. Greenish -grey.

Submitted by: J. Goodger
February 5, 1974 

cc: 
H. K. Conn - Asbestos

" " '~~J^



OVERBURDEN SAMPLES - HOLE H-74-1
DEADHORSE CREEK GROUP OP CLAIMS

HARKER TOWNSHIP.

Sample # 

H-74-1-11

Footage 

95 - 100

Description

grey sand; 3# clay. 
Fine to medium grained white quartz and carb 
onate veins with minor amounts of magnetite, 
hornblende and green chlorite. Green-grey 
in colour.

grey sand; 3# clay. 
Fine to medium grained white quartz and carb 
onate veins with an increase in grain size of 
the darker rocks. Green-grey in colour.

H-74-1-12 100 - 105

H-74-1-13 105 - 110 (a) 70# grey sand; 30# grey clay.
Very fine grained white quartz and minor 
magnetite and hornblende. Light grey.

H-74-1-14 105 - 110 (b) 60# brown sand; 40# clay.
Very fine grained white to brown quartz with 
minor magnetite and hornblende. Light brown.

Submitted by: J. Goodger
February 8, 1974-

cc:
H. K. Conn - Asbestos
file
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Swastika, Ont., POK 1TO, ,,..,

SWASTIKA LABORATORIES LIMITED
OJprtifUatr nf Atutluaia

twoWe hav* assayed... . ..

fr'fe., 9., 1.924............ ......and
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..ample* of

by...C..aD.fiLSlia.n , J ohn s.. ManvU le... Co . ,...
Exploration Department,

...with the following results:

No.
r o i d
u/3/ton

S i TV r r 
Ozs/ ton

Goppp Zinc

M-7/,-1-33

H-7/,-1-]^

N i J NJl

N-n
0.01 o. u

T ra c f

!r. RocordaiH'p with lu'ij', cslabHslipd N'oith American cutstvin. unless it is Kpcciiically stated otherwise gold and silver valuen reported on tht-st shi-cts hnvt- not bt-on adjusted lo eoinpensale for iosseu and gains inherent in tU-'fire assay process.



BONDAR-CLEGG Si COMPANY LTD.
ELFABT ROAD. OTTAWA. ONTARIO, K1G OZ5 PHONE: S37-311O TELEX: OB3-35**B

Geochemical Lab Report
Extraction ̂ C4UW),Zn*Wl*A9*Au-i

Mtthod ——————AJU Color1*itr4c

Fraction Used ———....

Report No.

From... -CanadianJohnt-Hanvllla Co. Ltd., 
Projtet: 6

Date ——————Fibruiry H,————— 1

SAMPLE NO.

H-74-1-1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

H-74-1-10

— - . — -

-

Cu 
— ppw-

9

9

9

10

8

18

10

161

37

11

Pb 
— ppw—

7

8

7

8

8

9

7

12

4

4

In 
ppm
123

34

40

60

38

222

40

440

57

31

N1 
— PP*—

7

10

11

10

11

19

14

76

46

22

THREE (

At
•tMMM— ppm
N.D.

1

N.D.

N.D.

1

1

N.D.

2

N.D.

N.D.

OPIES S

Ag
•hIMM—W* —
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.3

0.5

0.3

4.7

0.8

0.2

ENT OUT

AU 
PPb
6

N.D.

^5

^5

^5

^5

^5

<6

N.D.

N.D.

MR. F.

MR. H,

REMARKS

N.n. NOT DETECTED.

D4K.&4-H-N- '
fc/^A^tA, 1 1 L

f

J. EVELEGH (2)

K. CONN.



BONDAR-CLEGG Si COMPANY LTD.
ROAD. OTTAWA. ONTARIO. K1G OZ5 PHONE: 337-311O TELEX: OE53'-354a

Geochemical Lab Report
Extr.ctiAiuCiuEb*Zn*NifAg-HN03-}ei, Af-BNOj-HClD^- Report NO..———— 1Q5.4

Method___ - AJl. Colorimetric

Fraction Used ____

Pfnm Canidlan ^ en.
Projtct: 6

Date______ 1 9 74

S*

SAMPLE NO.

H-74-l-lt

__ __ 12 

__ ^13 

H-74-1-14

— --- -

Cu
— pp^--

58

66 

100 

8

Pb 
PP*
6

6 

12 

8

In 
r*nBi

76

77 

332 

25

N1 
PP*
33

35 

73 

13

THREE (

As
— ppm-

2

1

.J...... 

N.D.

OPIES S

Ag
K*
0.4

0.4 

0.7 

0.3

ENT OUT

. . ,. . . .

Au 
pph

^5

<$

5.5..... 
<5

MR* r*

MR. H,

REMARKS

t?iw,i A;/./1 ,^-^ /x v-/

——Ml^'.^j, - .JZ^L-y*!™. 

N.D. NOT DETECTED

J. EVELE6H (2)

K. CONN. - ___
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